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Abstract
In this paper, we present a corpus of news blog conversations in Italian annotated with gold standard agreement/disagreement relations
at message and sentence levels. This is the first resource of this kind in Italian. From the analysis of ADRs at the two levels emerged
that agreement annotated at message level is consistent and generally reflected at sentence level, and that the structure of disagreement
is more complex. The manual error analysis revealed that this resource is useful not only for the analysis of argumentation, but also for
the detection of irony/sarcasm in online debates. The corpus and annotation tool are available for research purposes on request.
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1.

Introduction and related Work

On-line social conversations concur to the formation of
opinions and shared knowledge which influence decision
makers. A large amount of multiparty conversations take
place online every day in social forums and news blogs
(Ruiz et al., 2011), and participants express agreement and
disagreement with respect to each others’ positions and
statements. From a communication analysis perspective,
conversation in social media are asynchronous and participants can reply to any other, using text messages or precoded actions (e.g. like buttons). Previous work on Agreement/Disagreement Relations (henceforth ADRs) in asynchronous online debates, focused either on messages and
overall positions of participants (Murakami and Raymond,
2010) (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009) (Abu-Jbara et al.,
2012), or on the detection of ADRs in pairs of candidate
sentences or parts of messages (Andreas et al., 2012). Motivated by the interest in the analysis of argumentation structures in asynchronous conversations, we produced a corpus
annotated at message and sentence level in Italian. To do
so, we developed a specific annotation tool. Both the corpus and the tool are available for research purposes1 under a
LGPL license. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
resource of ADRs in Italian. We believe that the two levels of annotations maybe useful for argumentation analysis
(Schneider et al., 2013) as well as summarization (Di Fabbrizio et al., 2014), irony/sarcasm detection (Reyes et al.,
2013) and other kind of parasemantic analyses in the social
media domain (Basile and Nissim, 2013), (Celli and Polonio, 2013).

2.

Figure 1: Example of agreement and disagreement relations.

Definitions of ADRs

ADRs in conversations can be defined in general terms as
shared public commitments, that ground the speech acts
performed by the bloggers within the conversations (Lascarides and Asher, 2008). Figure 1 reports an exmple of
messages in agreement and disagreement to a news article. From an operational point of view, previous works
in asynchronous conversations defined ADRs in different
1

ways. Bender considered ADRs as relationships among
bloggers to a multiparty conversation, expressed at message
level, with a post or turn text unit (Bender et al., 2011);
Walker defined ADRs as Quote-Response message pairs
and triplets (chains of three messages such that the third
one is a response to the second one which is itself a response to the first one). These pairs and triplets are linked
by the structure of the thread, where each message is a reply to its parent and is about the same topic (Misra and
Walker, 2013) (Walker et al., 2012) (Morgan et al., 2013).
Andreas defined ADRs between pairs of sentences, belonging to messages in a parent/child relation. In their definition, ADRs have a type (“agree”, “disagree” or “none”) and
a mode (“direct“ or “indirect”, “response” or “paraphrase”).
Wang targeted ADRs between text segments corresponding
to one or several sentences (Wang and Cardie, 2014). Celli
(Celli et al., 2014) defined the ADRs as a function that maps
pairs of bloggers and messages to polarity values between
1 (“agree”) and -1 (“disagree”).
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3.

Annotation of ADRs

There are few corpora of asynchronous conversations in the
social media domain annotated with ADRs, most of them
are in English, except AAWD in English, Russian and Chinese, and annotated mainly at one level. Table 1 reports
an overview on corpora with ADRs. We started from the
CorEA corpus, and we extended the annotation from message to the sentence level.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the interface of the tool for the annotation of ADRs at sentence level.
corpus
AAWD
IAC
LW
CorEA

tokens
325k
73M
135k

levels
msg
seg
sent
msg

lang.
multi
en
en
it

IAA
k=0.5
α=0.62
k=0.73
k=0.87

Table 1:

Overview of corpora annotated with agreement/disagreement labels. Corpora are divided by size, levels:
message (msg), sentence (sent) or segment (seg), language and
Inter Annotator Agreement score (IAA).

ADR Annotation at the message level. CorEA is a corpus of news blogs in Italian, containing conversations of
27 news articles (2887 messages, 135K tokens) of different
news categories, including politics, economics, technology,
sport and gossips. The average number of messages per
conversation is 106.4.
Each parent/child message pair in the corpus has been labelled at message level by two annotators with four labels:
agreement (positive or supporting tone towards the parent
message), disagreement (negative tone towards parent message), neutral (no opinion or tone expressed towards the
parent message), none (if the relation between messages is
unclear, i.e. contains only links, or mixed, i.e. contains
both agreement and disagreement).
ADR Annotation at the sentence level. The annotation
space of ADRs at the sentence level is much larger than
at the message space. In order to reduce this space, we
put some constraints. We have automatically extracted the
sentences from messages with a sentence splitter designed
to work for multiple languages (Koehn 2005). Then we
extracted candidate ADR sentence pairs that would share
a common topic the ADR relation was grounded on. We
extracted the topics of articles and conversations with Hierarchical LDA (Teh et al., 2006) (McCallum 2002) and
used topic matching to automatically select candidate sentence pairs for the manual annotation, keeping only the root
topic of the automatically generated tree. Then we further

filtered automatically paired sentences with the following
constraints:
1) Sentences must be contained into parent-child reply messages;
2) Sentences must share at least one topic;
3) Sentences must be from different messages of distinct
authors.
We designed a tool for reducing the human annotation effort, shown in Figure 2. We display the sentence pairs to be
annotated at the centre of the annotation space, as well as
the intra-message context above and below (see Figure 2)
the annotation space. The fields to be annotated include labels (agree/disagree/none), topic, free text notes. The topic
field displays the keywords in common between the two
sentences and it can be edited by annotators.
Annotation guidelines. We asked three Italian native
speakers to annotate the pair of sentences with three labels
(agreement, disagreement or none), topic and notes about
the decisions. In the guidelines, we provided the following
operational definition for the ADR along with reference examples:
Agreement: sentence B (child) express the same opinion
of A (parent) on the same topic or has a positive, supporting tone. E.g. sentA: I am sure that the boy will make a lot
of money from this game! sentB: if he developed the game
on his own, for sure he is very smart!.
Disagreement: sentence B (child) do not express the same
opinion on the same topic or has a negative tone towards
sentence A (parent). E.g. sentA: This guy had a great intuition in game design!. sentB: I never said the boy is a
genius and I never compared him to Steve Jobs, this game
is bullshit compared to an OS.
None: there is no relation between sentence A and B. This
case happens in the following conditions: a) not clear the
annotator cannot understand the relation between sentences
(e.g. sentA: this boy is smart, I think he should take a degree, it is a pity that he does not want to go to the univer-
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sity. sentB: perhaps the boy is lucky); b) mixed agreement
sentence B contains both agreement and disagreement (e.g.
sentA: this game is awesome! sentB: I played the game, it’s
funny for the first hour, but then is very boring); c) wrong
topic: sentences are not about the same topic (e.g. sentA:
The boy wrote his first program when he was 8 years old.
sentB: I think he is not so intelligent, if he does not attend
any university program).
The annotators were asked to commit their ADR label starting from the analysis of the sentence pair and if needed
to look into the context to cope with any semantic or discourse ambiguity, but to base their decision on the information grounded in the sentence-pair under evaluation. In
the sentence-pair annotation, we removed the neutral class,
that proved to be one of the major source of confusion in
the annotation at message level.
Evaluation of the Annotation. To evaluate the annotation we compared the IAA between two annotators at sentence and message levels. Results are reported in Table 2.
We also evaluated topics at sentence level from annotator’s
task
IAA-msg
IAA-msg
IAA-sent
IAA-sent

examples
100
50
93
51

classes
3
2
3
2

k
0.57
0.85
0.66
0.88

Table 2: inter-annotator agreement (IAA) scores on the annotation of ADRs at message (msg) and sentence (sent) level. The
score is computed with Cohen’s k over 3 and 2 classes.

notes: “wrong topic” occurs 13.5% of the times, and 40%
of these cases come together with a mismatch between annotators in ADR labeling.

4.

Annotation Analysis and Clustering

At message level, CorEA contains 2887 annotations, at sentence level we produced 5782. The unique messages that
contain at least one sentence extracted by topic matching
are 1284. By average a message contains 2.34 annotated
sentences. Figure 3 shows the distribution of labels at message and sentence level.
The analysis of annotators’ notes revealed that 3.2% of the

Figure 3: Barplot with the distribution of labels at message and
sentence level. We collapsed “none” and “neutral” into “none” at
message level.

“none” labels at sentence level are due to mixed agreement,
13.5% to wrong topic, as we already mentioned, and 3.1%
to unclear cases, when the annotator is not understanding
the relation between sentences.
In order to have an insight on the usefulness of the an-

Figure 4: 3D color scatterplot of the distribution of sentence labels with respect to the message labels.

notation of ADRs at sentence level for discourse analysis,
we measured the purity of labels at the sentence level with
respect to the message level. To measure purity, we represented each message as a vector of ADR sentence label
counts, and we clustered the vectors with K-means algorithm. With 3 clusters purity is 0.4201, with 4 clusters
(represented in Figure 4) is 0.4485. We also ran Expectation maximization clustering to check how many clusters are found automatically: the result is 4 clusters. Clusters are roughly corresponding to Disagreement (cluster1)
Agreement (cluster2) and Not Applicable classes (cluster3). Cluster 4 is a collection of noisy examples. This
analysis shows that the annotation with 3 classes is generally consistent, however, a small number of noisy examples
can be identified.
To test the consistency of ADR labels at sentence level, we
performed a correlation analysis, that revealed significative
correlations (p-value < 0.001) to the message ADR labels, both for Agreement (ρ = 0.178) and Disagreement
(ρ = 0.359).
We also performed a manual error analysis and identified 3
types of problems in the annotation:
1) insufficient information. This occurs when sentences
are not informative per se out of context. This results in
messages annotated either as agreement or disagreement,
but with the most sentences in them annotated as “NA”. For
example these messages are annotated in a Disagreement
relation, but there are pairs of sentences in them annotated
as “none”: msgA: For example a black orphan shouldn’t
be adopted by a white family. Nature won’t ever let a white
couple give birth to a black boy. msgB: Even if you declared
yourself not to be homophobic, now you are demonstrating
to be racist. You seem to take for granted that only white
families can adopt a black boy. Why not viceversa?; sentA:
Nature won’t ever let a white couple give birth to a black
boy. sentB: You seem to take for granted that only white
families can adopt a black boy.
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2) Sarcasm or irony. This occurs when a message is in a
disagree relation with its parent, but sentences in it seem to
be in agreement with sentences in its parent: msgA: Thanks
to people like this Italy is becoming poorer and poorer.
Trade unions are the real evil in this country! msgB: Ha
ha, yes, and mafia, drugs, tax evasion... these are all
of secondary importance with respect to the terrible trade
unions! sentA: Trade unions are the real evil in this country! sentB: these are all of secondary importance with respect to the terrible trade unions!
3) Annotators’ errors. These cases are sparse and can occur between any class and level.

5.

Conclusion

We have annotated a resource for Italian with ADRs at
message and sentence levels. This is the first resource of
this kind in Italian. From the analysis of ADRs at the two
levels emerged that agreement expressed at message level
is generally reflected at sentence level, and that the structure of disagreement is more complex. The manual error
analysis revealed that this resource is useful not only for
the analysis of argumentation, but also for the detection of
irony/sarcasm in online debates. The corpus and annotation
tool are available for research purposes on request.
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